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Abstract

The Direct Sequence-Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) system has been found a
proper communication scheme in a Community Antenna Television(CATV)-network environ
ment to perform multi-user communication in the presence of narrowband noise. However,
it can sometimes happen that the processing gain is not large enough. A suggested solution
can be the increasing of the signal-to-noise ratio. This increasing can saturate the inputs of
the TV-receivers in the CATV-network which isn't of course desired. Because of the limited
bandwidth of the system (5-30 MHz) we can't increase the processing gain of the system.
The conclusion is that narrowband interfering components will decrease the user capacity,
which isn't also desired. The noise characteristic of a CATV-network where we performing
multi-user communication will vary dependent on the geographical location of the network,
the type of the network(star type ...) etc... The performance of the DS-CDMA system will
not be the same in different networks. It has been shown that an adaptive predictor filter
that improves the narrowband interference suppressing capability of the DS-CDMA system.
Suppression of narrowband interference with a one-step predictor is based on the principle
that 'white' noise Pseudo Noise-sequences are unpredictable. The constructed interference
can be subtracted from the simultaneously accessing signals that is corrupted with these nar
rowband components. Because of the adaptive nature of the prediction filter we are able to
cancel the narrowband interfering components. The adaptive prediction filter don't require
a priori knowledge of the amplitudes of the interfering components, the frequencies of the
components, the phases of the components and even a priori knowledge of the number of
interfering components is not required. This is shown with the performed simulations. These
properties of the prediction filter allows the system more users than without this filter. To use
the suppressing property of the one-step predictor optimally, we should have white sequences
which implies a flat spectrum having a Gaussian character. The whitened PN-sequences have
been designed according to the Spectral Factorization Theorem with better cross-correlation
properties as is shown with simulations. This whitening will automatically improve the Bit
Error-Rate(BER) performance of the DS-CDMA communications system through lowering
the Multiple Access Interference(MAI) or allows more users.

One of the problems with the DS-CDMA communications system is the MAL In most cases
and also in literature by the analysis of the BER performance of the DS-CDMA system
is assumed that Multiple Access Interference by using the conventional PN(Preferentially
Phased-Gold)-sequences is a white Gaussian process which is not. The conventional correla
tion receiver has been designed to detect a signal optimally in white noise. Because of this
property of the MAl the conventional correlation receiver will not operate optimally. A sys
tem that can suppress the MAl has been shown to be a Wiener filter DS-CDMA receiver. The
optimal Wiener filter receiver outperforms the conventional receiver. This is explained with
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having a priori knowledge of the PN-sequences of users that are assumed as noise components
at the view point of the desired user and this is not the case by the conventional receiver.

So far not so much investigation has been done about the characterisation of the DS-CDMA
communications channel. It is expected that the channel characteristic will influence the BER
performance if we are not take into account the channel. Because in practice the physical
or statistical properties of the channel are varying in time we need a flexible time varying
description of the channel. Channel estimation is possible during actual data transmission
with the use of adaptive filters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From the literature it can be seen that the Direct Sequence-Code Division Multiple Access(DS
CDMA) system is very popular and is seen as the technique of the future for different com
munication purposes. People from 7-70 are interested in and fascinated of the possibilities of
internet. The cable exploitants will try to respond to these demands. The DS-CDMA system
is a proper scheme for certain environments because the network structure and physical prop
erties of networks differs from city to city, however it will not give the same performance in
every network. The DS-CDMA system is originally invented in the 50's in the USA to make
reliable communication possible in jamming environments. Just like as many inventions and
developments in electronics and telecommunications, after tenths of years the relevancy of
the DS-CDMA system has been understood as a good technique to be applied for commer
cial purposes, in our case for CATV(Community Antenna Television)-networks. The need
for such a system is due to the return path characteristic of CATV-networks. This path is
corrupted with noise and especially with relative high narrowband interference peaks.

Since 1993 the group of Telecommunication Technology and Electromagnetics of the Eind
hoven University of Technology has also been involved in research and development of a net
work with the DS-CDMA technique. Also other universities and companies are intensively
investigating how to design such a modem that could be used in this market segment.

All over the world more and more researchers are interested in the application of signal
processing techniques of DS-CDMA systems and they try to improve the capability of the
DS-CDMA system. Because of the developments in the signal processing part of DS-CDMA
we will focus ourselves to optimal and adaptive signal processing techniques and show very
concrete and effective improvements in the DS-CDMA system performance. Narrowband
interference can effectively be suppressed using prediction techniques. Also Multiple Access
Interference can be suppressed with Wiener filter receivers. All these signal processing tech
niques are based on the Wiener filter theory which will be the basis of these thesis. For readers
who are not or not much familiar with these techniques we will give a short introduction in
optimal and adaptive signal processing so that the reader is capable to follow the details of
this thesis.

In this thesis we will consider in chapter 2 a short introduction to optimal and adaptive
signal processing. Chapter 3 represents the noises and improvement of the narrowband in
terference suppressing capability of the system, showing the performance of the One-Step
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Predictor adaptive filter and applying the LMS(Least Mean Square) algorithm, whitening
the conventional PN-sequences and reducing the MAL Chapter 4 represents the suppression
of Multiple Access Interference with a Wiener filter receiver, the performance of this receiver
in the form of the Bit-Error-Rate and comparisons with the conventional one. Chapter 5
represents an important overview of estimating the DS-CDMA channel characteristics with
adaptive techniques. At last we will collect our results and observations in the conclusions.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Adaptive Signal
Processing

2.1 Introduction

In the following chapters we will show some digital signal processing techniques that are used
to suppress important interferences in DS-CDMA systems. Some theory of these techniques
will be given for a better understanding. Most expressions will not be derived because there
are many books that gives a good overview of these techniques [4]'[15].

2.2 Wiener Filtering

In many applications, the desired signal is not available or observable directly. Instead, the
observable signal is a degrated or a distorted version of the desired signal. The problem is to
estimate the desired signal optimally from its distorted version.

The signal estimation problem can be described as follows: We want to estimate a random
signal elk] that is corrupted with undesired signal components and this corrupted signal is
observable with the related signal x[k]. This available signal x[k] is to be processed by an
optimal processor that produces the best possible estimate elk] of elk]. The resulting estimate
elk] is a function of the observations x[k].

There are many estimation criteria for designing an optimal processor. We will discuss here
the linear mean squared criterion:

N max

elk] = L Wk,i·X[i]

i=Nmin

(2.1)

For each k, the weights on the filter coefficients Wk,i Nmin ~ i ~ N max are selected to minimize
the mean-squared error:
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e{(e[k] - e[k])2} = minimum (2.2)

Where eo denotes the expectation. For each time instant k, at which the estimate elk] is
sought the optimal filter coefficients Nmin ~ i ~ N max must be determined that minimize
the error criterion (2.2). The problem of determining the weights Wk,i according to the mean
squared criterion (2.2) is in general referred to as the Wiener filtering problem. We shall
concern the Finite Impulse Response Filters (FIR) realization of the linear Wiener filter.
Because the most widely used filter is the FIR filter, implemented in transversal form. The
advantage of this filter structure is that it is easy to analyze the important properties of the
adaptive filter such as the convergence time and the minimum mean squared error. However
any of the usual digital filter structures can be implemented each having their own complexity.

If only the current and the past N - 1 observations taken into account, the estimate is given
by the following equation:

N-l

elk] = L wi.x[k - i]
i=O

(2.3)

The FIR realization of the linear filter is depicted in Figure 2.1.

r[k]

+

+

e[k]

x[k]~~ ~ x[k-N+l]
1~\.l..I I ~-'--~\.l..I

~ ~y wN-

Figure 2.1: FIR filter realization of the Wiener filter



2.2 Wiener Filtering

;f[k] (x[k], x[k - 1], ... ,x[k - N + 1]?
w[k] = (Wo, WI," . ,WN-I?

the estimated signal is the inner product,

The mean squared error is:

5

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

:J = £{r2[k]} = £ {(e[k] - e[k])2} = £ {(e[k] - wT.~[k])2} = (2.7)

= £{e2[k]} - £ {e[k].;fT[k]} .w - wT.£{~[k].e[k]} + wT .£, {~[k].~T[k]} .w (2.8)

= 0-; - 'BJx - wT.&x + wT.'Rx.w (2.9)

with,

a; £'{e2 [k]}

&x = £' {e[k].~[k]}

'Rx = £' {~[k].~T[k]}

We have to design an optimal filter w in such a way that the mean squared error function
:J is minimized. Therefore we have to take the derivative of the mean squared error with
respect to the weight vector w:

v = {03 ... 8.1}
- owo' , OWN-I

with "V the gradient vector.

03
ow = -2.Jb.x + 2.'Rx ·w.

(2.10)

(2.11)

The optimum weight vector can be found if equation 2.11 is equal to the null vector (Q). This
results in the so called normal equations:

(2.12)
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The Wiener solution is:

Introduction to Adaptive Signal Processing

(2.13)

with; R x the autocorrelation matrix of ;f[k],
Rex the cross-correlation vector between x[k] and elk].

Since Rx·Yl.opt = Rex,

(2.14)

It must be noted that, for a given desired signal elk], the filter performance always improves
(.Jmin decreases) as the number of filter coefficients (N) of the optimal FIR Wiener filter
increases.

2.3 Adaptive Signal Processing

The optimal Wiener filter derived in the previous section is valid only when the input data
is statistically stationary. The problem arises when the input data is non-stationary. An
efficient method is using adaptive filters. Such a device is a self-designing device, it will
iterate to track changes in the signal statistics. In a non-stationary environment, the method
offers tracking capability, whereby it can track the variations in the statistics of the relevant
signals yielding some local solution, provided that time variations are sufficiently slow. The
adaptive filter with the update part is depicted in Figure 2.2.

x[k]

Updating
Part

r[k]

w

&[k]
+

H

e[k]
s[k]

Figure 2.2: An adaptive Wiener filter

There are many possibilities in the specification of the performance criterion by which the
filter coefficients are updated. We shall concentrate on the least square minimization of the
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error signal. The dependence of the mean squared error .I on the unknown weights may be
visualized in the form of a multidimensional paraboloid with an uniquely defined bottom or
minimum point .Imin. The weights corresponding to this minimum point define the optimal
Wiener solution w..opt. This relationship is depicted in Figure 2.3.

//
/

-_._.-. -- ---- ------ - -_._. ---' - .....
WI ~opt

~

Figure 2.3: J as a function of two adaptive weights

The coefficient vector w of the adaptive filter will be updated and each iteration will be closer
to the optimal Wiener solution. After convergence, the adaptive weights will be equal to w..opt.

The convergence can be reached in average with the Steepest-Descent algorithm:

Wk+I =~ -a.V (2.15)

with 0: the adaptation constant a> O. To calculate this minimum the gradient of .I[k] with
respect to the vector w[k] is considered:

V[k] = {8.I[k] ... 8.I[k]}
- 8wo[k]" 8WN-I[k]

So the steepest-descent algorithm leads to:

V[k] - -2.£ tf.[k].r[k]}
w[k + 1] - w[k] + 2.£{~[k].r[k]}

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)
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And is approximated by:

w[k + 1] = w[k] + 2.~[k].r[k]

Introduction to Adaptive Signal Processing

(2.19)

It can be shown that £ {w [k]} converges to ~pt provided that the following condition is
satisfied:

1
0< a < -,-

"max
(2.20)

with A the eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix R x .

The number of samples needed for a decrease of 3i[k] by a factor of e is given by the integer
value that is closest to the number:

-1 1
71 = In 11 - 4aAli ~ 4aAl

(2.21)

(2.22)

When a small value for a(adaptation constant) is chosen it can be seen in equation (2.21)
that the algorithm will adapt slowly.

1I20 is the number of samples that is needed to decrease 10 IOglO 3i[0] by 20dB.

2071
1I20 = -,--------'---:-....,...

10Iog10 (e)

The final misadjustment is:

The convergence region of the LMS algorithm is given by:

N-l A
'" al <1
L.J 1 - aAl
1=0

1
O<a< -,-

"max

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

It can also be shown that the average behaviour of the coefficients of the adaptive LMS
algorithm is:

(2.26)

With k ---+ 00 and satisfying the condition 2.20 £ {w[k]} converges to ~t.



Chapter 3

Suppression of narrowband
interference and whitening of the
PN-sequences

3.1 Introduction: Noise and Network-architecture

In every practical communication system the noise is the limiting factor of making reliable
communication. It is possible to classify the noise in communication systems, these can be
given as:

• Band-limited white noise

• Narrowband noise

• Tone or sinusoidal noise

These types of interferences are depicted in Figure 3.1.

As we mentioned and underlined before in many reports [12] the return path of the CATV
network which is the band from 5 MHz to 30 MHz is corrupted with noise and especially with
narrowband interference.

The electrical part of the CATV-network is designed with coaxial cables having very good
shielding properties. The shielding performance of every cable can be described by means of
the transfer impedance of the cable. The transfer impedance of the cable gives an indication
of the resistance of the cable to electromagnetic interference. The transfer impedance is given
by:

(3.1)

The coaxial cable has in general a relative high transfer impedance at relative low frequencies
and a relative low transfer impedance at relative high frequencies. A lower transfer function
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Bandlimited White Gaussian Noise

~
ti
~~
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Ci)55
3:0

a:. Nj.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-r-------__

Tone Noise

~.

O.4W

I I fW

Narrowband Noise

2.5Nj

I
f

Figure 3.1: Types of interferences

of a cable corresponds to a better shielding property of that cable. When designing a network
we should have cables with a low transfer impedance. Because the coaxial cable has a relative
high transfer impedance at lower frequencies we can expect noise with high power at these low
frequencies. The noise characteristic of two hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) CATV networks (network
A and network B) are measured [12J. Both network characteristics (noise power level as a
function of the frequency) have been shown power peaks at relatively low frequencies from
o to 20 MHz which corresponds with narrowband interfering components. The floor level
difference was approximately 20 dB. The main reason of the existence of the narrowband
interfering components was to be found due to short-wave radio broadcast stations. The
unresponsible in-home connections(without knowledge of Electromagnetic Compatibility) of
the modem with the network can result in a more noisy environment. The power spectrum
at the output of the network has been measured and is depicted in Figure 3.2.

The above described noise characteristic of the coaxial network agrees with the practical
measurements. The decreasing power level of the interference is observed. The transfer
impedance is dependent on a number of parameters and is also varying in time. The transfer
impedance of the network cable will be for example after 10 years not the same. The EMC
resisting capability (which is related with the transfer impedance) of the network cable is time
variant. The geographical situation of the network may also be important for the performance
of the DS-CDMA system, if the network is situated in a noisy environment. Because of these
aforementioned aspects we can conclude that the location of the narrowband peaks in the
spectrum is random.
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Figure 3.2: Return-path noise characteristics of two European CATV-networks

3.2 DS-CDMA

Spread spectrum techniques can be very useful if the communication channel is corrupted by
narrowband interference. The principle of a direct-sequence (DS) spread spectrum system
is multiplying the users baseband signals at the transmitting side with Pseudo Noise{PN)
sequences. The PN-sequences have a much larger rate than the information rate and are
approximately orthogonal to each other. This is depicted in Figure 3.3.

, bit period
I:

, chip period
~

Data signal

PN-code

coded signal

Figure 3.3: Multiplication of a PN-sequence with a data signal

At the receiving side the spread signals will be correlated by the replicas of the PN-sequences
to recover{de-spread) the original baseband data signal. If there is a narrowband interference
component, that is superimposed on the desired data signal, this component will be spread by
an equal total amount of power so that the noise power level decreases and the Signal-to-Noise
ratio increases and resulting totally in an improvement of the performance. Other Multiple
Access signals which are also accessing the channel simultaneously are assumed as noise
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components at the view point of the desired user. Because of the imperfect orthogonality of the
PN-sequences(for instance PP-gold sequences) other users other than the desired user will not
perfectly decorrelated. In literature this is called as the Multiple Access Interference (MAl).
The PP-gold sequences have the property that they are almost orthogonal to each other under
the condition that all the users are synchronized. However, they have the disadvantage that
their spectral density function is not flat. This disadvantage can lead to unnecessary MAl
levels and increases the bit error rate of the system. However the DS-CDMA is robust to
narrowband interference, it can be overcome that the processing gain which gives an indication
of the spreading, is not large enough(fixed bandwidth). A solution for this can be suggested
as increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the DS-CDMA transmitters. However, it must be
known that this can lead to a saturation of the input of the TV-receivers of that network.
This is of course not desired. For more information about the principle of DS-CDMA we refer
to [10].

3.3 An adaptive solution for the narrowband interference prob
lem: One-Step Predictor

In literature some authors tried to find a solution for the narrowband interference problem.

In [7] is shown that in case of sinusoidal interference the demodulation sequence of the system
is the sum of the PN-sequence and a sinusoidal sequence. However, this was considered
theoretically. The proposed solution requires that all of the PN-sequences at the receiving
side must be updated according to this suggested solution. If we also take into account
that the statistical properties of the interferences are varying in time then we can conclude
immediately that it can be complex to implement such a system. In [8] Wen-Rong Wu and
Fu-Fuang Yu used non-linear techniques to solve the problem because of the non-Gaussian
DS-signal. This signal degrades the performance of the LMS(Least Mean Square) filter [8].

Because of the aforementioned reasons we need a device or a system that adapts itself to
the environment without relative large complexity. In other words: "We plug the modem
system in an unknown network environment and it will work with an optimum performance.".
A Chameleon system. It adapts in away to its environment. The capability of the DS
CDMA system can effectively be improved with a one-step predictor. In the following, we
will show that a One-Step Predictor Adaptive Filter can solve this complex problem with a
good performance independent of the network environment because of its adaptive nature.
Suppression of narrowband interference with a one-step predictor is based on the principle that
narrowband interference is predictable and that white noise(PN-sequence) is unpredictable.
Because of the predictability of the narrowband interference which implies a periodic or pseudo
periodic signal, it is possible to predict and construct this interference. The constructed
interference can be subtracted from the simultaneously accessing signals that are corrupted
with these narrowband components, this is depicted in Figure 3.5. It might seem at first that
adaptive noise canceling could not be applied to reduce or eliminate this kind of interference.

Also, to use the suppressing property of the one-step predictor optimally, we should have PN
sequences with a white(flat spectrum) Gaussian character. However the PN-gold sequences
have a certain predictability and are non-Gaussian(taking the values: +1,-1). It is also
possible to design a r-step predictor when we are dealing with PN-sequences that have not
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Figure 3.4: The principle of one-step prediction
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a white character like the binary PP-gold sequences. It must be noted that increasing T

means less prediction of the narrowband interference and this can decrease the output signal
to-noise ratio of the prediction system. There is a need for spreading sequences with a flat
power spectrum. We will show in the following sections how to make such white sequences.
Assuming that we have designed such white sequences, also the MAL will further be reduced
because of the better cross-correlation properties.

We will show with simulations that it is possible to improve the narrowband suppressing
capability of the DS-CDMA system.

A general formula for the output SNR or actually the output chip-to-noise ratio (ChNR)of
the one-step predictor has been derived. The output SNR of the one-step predictor in the
presence of a sinusoidal noise sequence has been derived too.

3.4 The one-step prediction problem

The one-step prediction problem is to predict the current value of x[k] on the basis of p
past values x[k - 1]' x[k - 2], . ", x[k - p] optimally. This expressed in a mathematical way:

p

xp[k] = :L cix[k - i]
i=l

(3.2)

The optimal predictor(in this case a FIR filter, Ci) is given according to the Wiener solution.

As described above the one-step predictor makes a linear prediction by using the past values
of the be predicted sequence. Since in practice we have only a finite number of sample values
of the input available, the prediction will be based on the past p values. This prediction
process is schematically depicted in Figure 3.4.

In the following section we will explain how to get white spreading sequences on the basis
of the spectral factorization theorem. To get these white sequences we will see that we need
the properties of the one-step predictor. This is explained in detail so that this also serves
as an introduction to the one-step prediction that we need further on by the suppression of
narrow band interference.
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Figure 3.5: Adaptive one-step predictor

3.5 Whitening of the PN-sequences

We stated that we can improve the DS-CDMA system performance by reducing the MAl
through whitening the PP-gold sequences. But we did not state how to make the white
sequences that satisfies the conditions of DS-CDMA systems.

The advantage of the be designed white PN-codes is that it more Battens the spectrum of
the other interferers such as narrowband interference than the conventional PN-codes thereby
decreasing the noise level.

We introduce a theorem that can whiten the conventional PN-gold sequences. The condition
that the designed PN-codes/sequences must be orthogonal as was in the case by conventional
gold sequences must be satisfied. The spectral factorization theorem guarantees the aspects
discussed above. Because it is a linear operation applied on the PN-gold sequences.

3.5.1 Spectral Factorization Theorem

Any rational power density function of a zero mean stationary signal can be factored in a
minimal phase form, according to this theorem:

I(z)

= o-;'I(z).I(z-l)

N(z) _ ~ _q

D(z) - f='o lq.z

(3.3)

(3.4)

with o} the variance of the white noise signal(whitened PN-sequence), PPN(Z) the discrete
power spectrum of the conventional PN-sequence, N(z) and D(z) are minimal-phase polyno
mials, thus having all their zeros inside the unit circle. It can be shown that The Spectral
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Factorization Theorem guarantees a causal and stable random signal generator for output
x[k].

~~
I~l W(z)

irk]

innovation filter whitening filler
(synthesis filter) (ana~s~ filter)

Figure 9.6: The Innovation and the Whitening Filter

The input of the innovation filter is a white noise signal i[k] with variance a;, and the transfer
function I(z) is depicted in Figure 3.6. An other name for this is the synthesis filter. The
minimal phase property of I(z) guarantees the stability of the causal inverse filter I(z)' This
inverse filter is the desired digital whitening filter.

3.5.2 Calculation of the coefficients of the whitening filter

The difficulty of calculating the coefficients of the whitening filter depends on the discrete
power spectral density function of the signal or sequence that we want to make identically
independent distributed (iid). In this case there are 127 gold sequences. Calculating the
autocorrelation functions and then the discrete power spectral functions of these sequences
by hand is not an easy job. We will use the spectral estimation technique to calculate
the coefficients of the appropriate whitening filter for each PN-sequence. Estimation of the
spectrum by assuming a model for the structure of the signal, estimating the parameters of
the model, and generating a spectral estimate from those parameters. There are several kinds
of model structures to estimate the spectrum of a signal. The moving average (MA) model,
the autoregressive (AR) model and the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model. Of
these three models we shall focus on the AR case. The AR model is preferred because this
model can model narrow spectral peaks more efficiently because of the poles of the AR model
than do the zeros of the MA. The AR model tend to produce a more accurate high resolution
spectra. One another advantage of the AR model is that estimating the parameters is much
easier than with the MA and ARMA. We get a set of linear equations by the AR model and
a set of non-linear equations by the MA and ARMA models. By choosing a high order, we
may obtain a good approximation to any of the three forms by using an AR model.

To calculate the coefficients of the whitening filter we will use the properties of the Prediction
Error Filter(PEF). Assume that we observe samples PN[O], PN[l], ... ,PN[L -1] of a zero
mean stationary sequence:
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PN(z) =I( ) = 1
i(z) z 1 - al.z- l - a2.z- 2 - '" - aM.z-M

(3.5)

Expressing the generation of AR(M) process PN[n] via the difference equation relation:

PN[n] = al.PN[n - 1] + a2.PN[n - 2] + ... + aM.PN[n - M] + i[n]

The spectrum takes the form ;

(3.6)

(3.7)

where i[n] is a zero mean white noise with variance (/f.

Applying linear prediction (a single step predictor of order p) to a signal PN[n] generating
via an AR model:

p

PN[n] = L Ci.PN[n - i]
i=l

(3.8)

with error r[n] = PN[n] - PN[n].

Making the order of the predictor equal to the model (M = P) we can combine (3.6) and
(3.8):

r[n] = (al - ct}.PN[n - 1] + (a2 - c2).PN[n - 2] + ... + (ap - cp).PN[n - p] + i[n].
(3.9)

The minimum mean squared error is given by:

Jmin =£{r2 [n]} with ai = Ci and i = 1,2" " ,po

Actually Jmin = a;.
The formula above states that the minimum mean squared error is equal to the variance
of the white noise signal and no predictor could produce a lower value for J, since i[n] is
unpredictable.

Defining the Prediction Error Filter (PEF) as ;

[
r[n]

= (1 0 0 ... 0 -Cl -C2 ... _r_)T
, " " , , '~J1

[T.PN[n]

(3.10)

(3.11)
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Using the properties of the PEF, the error output of the PEF is given by:

p

r[n] = PN[n] - L:Ci.PN[n - no - i + 1]
i=l

17

(3.12)

The filter coefficient vector of a single step predictor or a PEF with no = 1 is:

L= (1, -Cl, -C2,'" ,_ep)T

The optimal Wiener solution states that the residual signal r[n] must be orthogonal to the
data PN[n - i] with i = 1,2"" ,p.

£(r[n].PN[n - i]) = °---+ orthogonality principle.

p

r[n] = PN[n] - L:ci.PN[n -i]
i=l

Applying the orthogonality we obtain:

p

£{(PN[n] - L:ca.PN[n - a]).PN[n - in = 0
a=l

with i = 1,2,··· ,po

i = 1 -+ PPN[1J - Cl.PPN[OJ - ... - Cp.PPNrP - 1] = 0

i = P -+ PPN[PJ - Cl·PPN[P - 1] _ ... - ep.PPN[O] = 0

and at last we have Jmin:

Jmin = PPN[OJ - Cl.PPN[1] - ... - Cp·PPN[P]

combining these equations leads to this matrix relation:

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(

Jmin] ( PPN [0]° PPN[lJ
· .· .· .° PPN [PJ

. .. PPN[P] 1( 1 )

.... : PPN~-1] . -;C1

... PPN[O] -Cp

(3.17)

For finite processes, not only does the least-squares linear predictor produce an exact match
to the predictor coefficients, but the PEF is identical to the analysis(whitening) filter for the
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process. Consequently the output of the least squares PEF applied to the AR process is a
white noise sequence, because the output samples of the PEF are orthogonal to each other
which implies a white noise sequence with autocorrelation function <5[n].ol. Noting that, that
the whitening filter for AR model has the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) structure, the filter
response W(z) = I(z) is characterized by zeros only.

The equations given above can be solved directly with the Levinson recursions that gives us
the coefficients of the PEF.

3.5.3 Determining of the model order

Having determined that an AR model is appropriate,the question rises how much coefficients
we must take to be sure of a certain accuracy. If the model order is too low, one obtains an
oversmoothed, low resolution spectrum.

The proposed criteria to select the appropriate model order are:

- The Final Prediction Error,

- The Akaike's Information Criterion,

- The Autoregressive Transfer function.

Final prediction error is described by the following formula [5]:

FPE(P) = 2 {L + (P + I)}
°pw L-(P-l) (3.18)

with L and o~w the data length and the variance of the residual associated with order p.
o;w decreases when the order of the prediction (P) increases. The rest increases with p.
The optimum order is the minimum of FPE(P). The FPE(P) is described as a criterion to
underestimate the real model order.

The Autoregressive Transfer function is described by the following formula [9]:

{I p II}
CAT(p) = L~ [L/(L - j]l/2opw - [L/(L - p)]opw

The order of the model is the value that minimizes CAT(P).

Akaike's Information Criterion is decsribed by the following formula [6J:

AIC(p) = L.ln(o;w) + 2.p

(3.19)

(3.20)

The order of the model is the order that minimizes this criterion. However, research on these
criteria concludes that none of these criteria works well [11]. Because of these arguments we
tried to find an optimal solution with the well known trial and error.
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3.5.4 SIR improvement

(3.21)

The Pseudo Noise sequences that are used to spread the baseband signal have a power spectral
density function which is not flat (see Figure 3.7). It can be shown that the Power Spectral
Density Function of a sequence that consists of square waves is P.Tc.sinc2(f.Tc) with P, Tc
and f the power, chip period time and frequency respectively, With

. (fT.) sine 'Tr fTc)S2nc c = _...:........::.........::..:...
'TrfTc

It can be seen from Figure 3.7 clearly that the Multiple Access Interference is heavily depen
dent on the power spectral density function.

Power Density Spectrum of the Sequences

((sin{X)/x)"2) -1'\0.9 ..

} . \
0.8 I- ,............................;} \\-- ·..PN-goId· · .,
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Figure 3.7: The power spectrum of the sequences

This effect can be reduced if we can design PN-sequences that have a more flat spectrum.

The improvement in the system performance when using white sequences can be calculated,

(3.22)

with 2fc the zero to zero bandwidth.

P' = f~fcc PTcsinc
2
(fTc)df

2fc
(3.23)

(3.24)10 I
{

PTcsinc2(0.Tc) }." = . og
10 J~k PTcsinc2(jTc)df /2fc

with." the improvement in the system performance. When the zero-to-zero bandwidth of the
system is 6 MHz then we obtain at least an SNR improvement of 4 dB which corresponds to
an BER improvement of a factor of 100 [10].
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3.5.5 Simulations with the whitening filter

We performed some simulations and calculated the autocorrelation functions of the PN-gold
sequences(depicted in Figure 3.8) and the whitened PN-gold sequences (depicted in Figure
3.9). The improvement in the autocorrelation can be seen very well. In theory the autocor
relation function must be u; .o[n], with o[n] the Kronecker delta. So it must be u; at n = 0
and zero at n =j:. O. It can be seen clearly that the autocorrelation function of the whitened
PN-gold sequence is much better. than the PN-gold sequence.

0.8k············;·············· .;··············1·········· .; , -1

&0.6~······· .. ; ·,···············1··· ; , -1

~
8
c10

.
4

~.i 0.2 .

o .

Figure 3.8: The autocorrelation function of the PN-gold sequence
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Figure 3.9: The autocorrelation function of the whitened sequence

The power density spectrum of the PN-gold sequence and the whitened sequence is depicted
in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Power spectrum of the PN-gold sequence and the whitened sequence

3.5.6 Preparations for One-Step prediction
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Because of the periodicity, pseudo-periodic or less varying character of the noise the narrow
band interference can be constructed or well estimated. The approach is to use a delay A
which must be sufficient to decorrelate the white Multiple Access components (see Figure
3.11 and Figure 3.5 on page 14),

£{(i[n].i[n - ~])} ~ o. (3.25)

where i[n] denotes the white MA signal. The condition above can be satisfied when the
whitened PN-codes are used.

3.6 The output SNR of the One-Step Predictor

In this section we will derive a general expression for the output SNR of the one-sided FIR
one-step predictor. We will derive also an expression for the output SNR assuming a one-sided
FIR structure of the one-step predictor considering a sinusoidal interference. Because of the
periodicity of the interference the delay will not decorrelate these periodic components. Thus
only the periodic or pseudo-periodic interference components remain correlated.
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3.6.1 Derivation of a general output SNR formula

p

r[n] = y[n] - L Cj.y[n - i] (3.26)
i=l

p

E{r2 [n]} = £{(y[n] - L Cj.y[n - i])2} (3.27)
i=l

= E { y'[nj - 2t c;.y[nJ.y[n - i] +tt c;.e;-u[n - i).y[n - j] }

where Cj and y[n] are the i'th coefficient of the one-step predictor and the Multiple Access
signal, respectively. £ (.) denotes the expectation.

U-l

y[n) = L Du[O).Cu,n + G[n]
u=o

(3.28)

where U, Du[O], Cu,n and G[n] are the number of users, the Oth data bit of user u, the n'th
chip of user u and the narrowband interfering sequence at time instant n, respectively.

- E [{~Du [O].Cu,n + G[n]r-2t C; {~ Du (O).Cu,n + G[n] } (3.29)

{~ Du(O).Cu,n-i + G[n - i] } +t t c;.e; {~ Du[O].Cu,n-i + G[n - il}

{~ Du[O].Cu,n-; + G(n - j] }]

~ E { [(~ Du[O].Cu,n)' + 2.~ Du[O].Cu,n.G(n] + G'[n]]

+ [-2t .ei~ Du[O].Cu,. - 2t c;.Gln]] . [~Du[Oj.Cu,n-i + G[n - i l]

+ [tt c;.e;(~ Du[O].Cu,n-i) +tt c;.e; .G[n - il) .[~ Du[O].Cu,n-; +G[n -
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Assuming,

£ {G[n],Cu,n-i} = 0

£ {G[n - i].Cu,n-j} = 0

{

P U-l }
-2.£ ~Ci~ D~[O].Cu,n.Cu,n-i ~ 0

At last we get,

23

U-l {P } P P P
= £(~ Du[0].Cu,n)2 1 +~c~ + pc[O] - 2tt Cj.pe[i] +~~ peri - j].q.Cj).

(3.31)

with peri] the ith autocorrelation value of the narrowband interference.

Finally, the output signal(chip)-to-noise ratio can be given as:

S £(~ Du[O],Cu,n)' { I + t, df }
-----...,,---------'---,-----~--'----N P P P

Pc [0] - 2L q ·pe [i] + L L PG [i - j].Cj .Cj
i=l i=l j=l

3.6.2 The output SNR in the presence of a sinusoidal interference

Looking to Figure 3.11 and assuming that [4],

(3.32)

i .. [n) + Ao. cos[wo.n.T] + r[n]

T

Adapt.

Filter

Figure 3.11: One-step predictor filter with input a sinusoidal interference and a desired white component
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y[n] - ys[n] + yw[n]
L-l

yw[n] B. L w[n - i]. cos{wo.i.T)
i==O

ys[n]
B.Ao·L

. cos{woo n.T)=
2

y[n] consists of two signal components ys[n] and yw[n]. The error signal r[n] or the resulting
signal at the output of the one-step predictor is expressed as:

L-l

r[n] = iw[n] + Ao.cos{wo.n.T) - B.Ao.L. cos{wo.n.T) - B. L .iw[n - i]. cos{wo.i.T).
2 i=O

(3.33)

U-l

Here is iw[n] equal to (L Du [O].Cu,n)2, which is the multi-user signal. Ao and L are, the
u==O

amplitude of the sinusoidal interfering signal and the length{number of filter coefficients) of
the one-step predictor.

B is equal to [4]:

(3.34)

Where 0'; and O''fw the variance of the sinusoidal interference and the variance of the white
multi-user signal, respectively.

With taking the expectation of r 2 [n] , we get:

£ {r2[n]} = £ [{ iw[n] + Ao.cos{wo.n.T)}2 - 2. [iw[n] + Ao. cos{wo.n.T)]

[
B.Ao.L. cos{wo.n.T) + B. I: iw[n - i]. COS{Wo.i.T)]

2 i==O

+ [Bo~oLcos(w,onoTl + B~ iw[n - i]o COS(WOoioTl]']

(3.35)
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t: [i~[n] + A~. cos2(wo.n.T) - 2. [B'~O.L. cos(wo.n.T).iw[n] (3.36)

L-1 2

+ B 2:= iw[n].iw[n - i]. cos(wo.i.T) + B.Ao·L. cOs2 (wo.n.T)
~o 2

+ B.Ao~ .iw[n - i]. cos(wo.i.T) COS(WO.n.T)]

B 2 A2 L2 L-1

+ . 4°' . cos2 (wo.n.T) + B 2 .Ao.L 2:= .iw[n - i]. cos(wo.i.T). cos(wo.n.T)
i=O

+ B'~~ Pi. [i - j]. cos(wo.i.T). cos (WO.j.T)]

The SNR for a sinusoidal noise sequence and the SNR improvement TJ are given by:

S Piw [0] 1- 2.B + B~.L
(3.37)=

A~/2 '1 - B.L + B24£2N

TJ =
1- 2.B + B~.L

(3.38)
1-B.L+ B2l2

The signal-to-noise ratio improvement as a function of the filter coefficients is depicted in
Figure 3.12.

From Figure 3.12 can be concluded that increasing the number of filter coefficients increases
the output SNR of the one-step predictor. It must be noted that by applying an adaptive
algorithm such as the LMS, increasing the number of coefficients increases the MSE.

3.7 Analytical Calculation of the One-Step Predictor Filter
Coefficients and the Output SNR

We derived a general formula for the output SNR of the one-step predictor in section 3.6.1 with
the parameters as the filter coefficients and the autocorrelation function of the narrowband
interference.

In order to compare the performance of the Least Mean Squares algorithm applied to the
input sequence with the exact solution, it is very useful if we can derive the optimum filter
coefficients of the one-step predictor, analytically. The main issue of this derivation is how
to determine the autocorrelation matrix of the input sequence. We are assuming that the
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The SNR improvement in DS-COMA with a 1-step predictor
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Figure 9.12: SNR improvement as a function of filter coefficients with: sinusoidal interference power = 4.5 and
white noise power = 1

demodulation process is already done and the channel is ideal. Furthermore, we will aim
ourselves at the main subject of this derivation, namely the calculation of the autocorrelation
matrix. It is not necessary to take the channel characteristics into account because we want
to compare the results of the LMS algorithm with the optimum analytical solution. This is
for the justification of our analysis.

In this approach we assume that the input of the one-step predictor consists of the spread
data signals and a sinusoidal interference. Because the white PN-sequences(white part) are
not correlated with the sinusoidal interfering component we can separately examine the input
sequence into two parts. Namely, the white part and sinusoidal part. We can determine the
autocorrelation function of each of the sequence separately and then combine them as the
sum. This sum of the autocorrelation functions provides us the autocorrelation function of
the input sequence.

It can be shown that the autocorrelation function nss of a sinusoidal sequence with amplitude
Ao and frequency W o is given as:

nSs = ~~ cos(woiT)

with i = 0,'" ,p and p denotes the number of adaptive filter coefficients. It can also be
shown that the autocorrelation function nww of a white noise sequence with variance al is
given as:

nww = a[8(i) (3.40)
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with <5(i) the Kronecker delta.

The total autocorrelation function of the input sequence x is the sum of 3.39 and 3.40:

nxx = a[<5(i) + ~~ cos(woiT) (3.41)

Because we want to solve the normal equations we need the autocorrelation matrix '&.xx of
the input signal x. This is given as:

(3.42)

T(.) denotes the Toeplitz structured matrix and I denotes the identity matrix. Equation 3.42
results in the following matrix relation:

~+2 A2 A 2
2 ai 2" cos(wo.T) 2" cos(wo.20.T)

~+ 2
'&.xx =

2 ai (3.43)

A2 A2 ~+ 22" cos (wo.20.T) 2" cos(wo.19.T) 2 ai

By substituting of '&.xx in the normal equations we obtain the optimum filter coefficients of
the one-step predictor:

(3.44)

Jmin denotes the minimum mean squared error. The coefficient vector f has the desired one
step predictor coefficients and can be calculated with the well-known Levinson recursions.
Another alternative analytical derivation of the adaptive filter coefficients is via the optimal
Wiener solution. We consider the whole optimal one-step predictor with input the white PN
sequences and a sinusoidal interference and as desired output the white PN-sequences. The
approach is to consider this black-box filter as a Wiener filtering problem. This described in
a mathematical way gives:

nix = i(k).
(

A2 )T cos(wo.k.T) + i(k)

~ cos(wo.(k - ~).T) + i(k - N)

(3.45)
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Because the white signal i(k) is only correlated at time instant N = 0 the cross correlation
vector will result in the following vector form:

(
U?)1

o
n· =
-lX ~

(3.46)

With u; the variance of the white PN-sequences. N + 1 denotes here also the number of filter
coefficients.

The autocorrelation matrix is also equal to the autocorrelation matrix 3.43. The optimal
Wiener FIR filter can then be analytically given as:

'1Y.apt,lstep = n;l·nix (3.47)

We have calculated the filter coefficients of the one-step predictor filter using the above de
scribed approach and simulated the construction of the sinusoidal noise sequence by this
one-step predictor. Ao was chosen to be 3 and u; was equal to 1. According to these param
eters the analytically calculated coefficients (FIR filter coefficients) are:

Columns 1 through 7

1.0000 -0.0930 -0.0791 -0.0575 -0.0302 0.0000 0.0302

Columns 8 through 14

0.0575 0.0791 0.0930 0.0978 0.0930 0.0791 0.0575

Columns 15 through 21

0.0302 0.0000 -0.0302 -0.0575 -0.0791 -0.0930 -0.0978

The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the one-step predictor can analytically be calcu
lated with equation 3.32. The signal-to-noise ratio at the input and the signal-to-noise ratio
improvement of the one-step predictor are in this case:

V-I

£(L Du [0].Cu ,n)2

u=o
AV2

(3.48)

(~) = (~)outPUt = 33.65 dB
N improvement (]if )input

(3.49)

This result is in accordance with the SNR improvement depicted in Figure 3.12. We will
compare these coefficients with the LMS-algorithm calculated coefficients(subsection 3.8.1).
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3.8 Simulation results and the implementation of the one-step
predictor

The following simulations are performed with the LMS(Least Mean Square)-algorithm. First,
we will explain the difference between the Steepest-Descent and the LMS algorithm. In
chapter 2 we gave some theory about the Steepest-Descent algorithm. The updating of the
coefficient vector is as follows:

w[k + 1] - w[k] - a.V'[k] with,

V'[k] - -2£ {~[k].r[k]}

(3.50)

(3.51)

The Steepest-Descent update algorithm requires a priori knowledge of the correlations of the
inputs a~ and the cross correlation Pex. From practical point of view this is not computable.
It is possible to ignore the expectation operation and replacing it with the instantaneous
gradient. This will be approximated as:

V'[k] = -2£ {~[k].r[k]} ~ -2~[k]r[k]

The LMS-algorithm can then be expressed as:

w[k + 1] =w[k] + 2a.;f[k].r[k]

(3.52)

(3.53)

From the relationship given in equation 3.53 it can be seen that the LMS-algorithm can be
implemented in a practical system without squaring, averaging or differentiation and is very
elegant in its simplicity and efficiency. Since the weight vector w[k + 1] will be updated at
each iteration and the calculated gradient is not exact(which is the price to be paid for not
requiring a stationary input or the knowledge of ensemble statistics), we would expect a some
noisy process. However, without averaging, the gradient components x[k]r[k] do contain a
noise component, this noise is attenuated with time by the adaptive process, which act as a
low-pass filter in this respect. In literature (for instance in [3]). the LMS-algorithm is shown
to be the best choice for many applications.

The following items must be considered when using the LMS-algorithm:

• The input signal and the residual signal will approximately decorrelated:
input[k] .residual[k]=;f[k].r [k] ~O

• The coefficient vector of the LMS-algorithm will fluctuate about the optimal Wiener
solution.

• In practice we have to quantize the incoming signal. The AID converter has a finite
word length. In other words the number of bits is limited. This is also valid for the
coefficient vector. These quantization will result in white noise effects.

• Theoretically, two weights or filter coefficients are required to cancel a single pure
sinusoid. In this case the optimal adaptive filter is a matched filter, and has a sinusoidal
impulse response.
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3.8.1 Digital Implementation of the LMS algorithm

The total mean-squared error can be given as:

(3.54)

with N the number of filter coefficients, a the adaptation constant, q the quantization interval,
Jmin the minimum mean-squared error and a; the variance of the input signal. For more
infomation about the quantization noise we refer to [15].

Jtot is schematically depicted in Figure 3.13:
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Figure 3.13: Final misadjustment of digital implemented LMS as a function of the adaptation constant

From Figure 3.13 it can be seen that for small values of a the hot increases rapidly. The
reason for that is that the updating part equals almost to zero. This means that the algorithm
is almost not adapting and this increases the mean-squared error, resulting in a low SNR
improvement of the one-step predictor. The narrowband noise sequence used in this simulation
is depicted in Figure 3.14. By another simulation by which we used a sinusoidal sequence
(0.2 * sin(2 * 'Tr * i/30). The power spectrum of the one-step predictor input in this case is
depicted in Figure 3.15 and the output power spectrum of the one-step predictor is depicted
in Figure 3.16. The output spectrum shows us suppressed narrowband interference. The
dip in the spectrum that is depicted in Figure 3.16 is due to the frequency response of the
one-step predictor.

Figure 3.17 represents the results of a computer simulation (MATLAB) performed to demon
strate the canceling of periodic interference without an external reference. Figure 3.18 shows
the output at the one-step predictor. Note the close correspondence in form and registration.
The correspondence is not perfect only because the filter was of finite length(20 coefficients)
and had a finite rate of adaptation.

The calculated coefficients by performing the LMS-algorithm are given by:
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Narrowband Interference(Sinusoldal)
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Figure 3.14: A narrowband noise sequence
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Figure 3.15: Power spectrum of the one-step predictor input: white MA signals and the narrowband interfer
ence
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Figure 3.16: one-step predictor output: Suppressed narrowband interference

Self-Tuning filter output. Periodic Input and the difference signal
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Figure 3.17: Result of self-tuning filter experiment with the LMS-algorithm, number filter coeflicients=20
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Columns 1 through 7

1.0000 -0.0920 -0.0783 -0.0569 -0.0302 0.0002 0.0302

Columns 8 through 14

0.0571 0.0783 0.0922 0.0972 0.0925 0.0784 0.0572

Columns 15 through 21

0.0299 0.0003 -0.0302 -0.0569 -0.0783 -0.0917 -0.0970

One-step Predictor Output and Actual White Noise Input
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3 ....
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Time Index x 10'

Figure 3.18: Actual PN-sequence and the one-step predictor output

The results of the LMS-algorithm matches almost the analytical one. The reason for not
exactly matching can be explained with the following:

• As mentioned before the LMS-algorithm approximates the optimal Wiener solution.
The coefficient vector is fluctuating about the optimal vector. However, the average of
this fluctuation is the optimal vector.

• The number of performed iterations was finite (15000).

• The adaptation constant a determines also the Mean Squared Error, in this case 3.45e-6.

The output of the adaptive filter was simulated on the computer with MATLAB with the
input sine wave shown in Figure 3.17 together with the actual input sine-wave. The error is
a small-amplitude stochastic process. It can be shown that the small-amplitude stochastic
process has a Gaussian probability density function.

Figure 3.19 shows the impulse response and transfer function of the adaptive filter after
convergence. This impulse response, shown in Figure 3.19 resembles a sine wave.

As was expected the one-step predictor filter depicted in Figure 3.20 is in this case a notch
filter. The transfer function, shown in Figure 3.21 is the Digital Fourier Transform of the
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impulse response. Its magnitude at the frequency of the interference is nearly 1, the value
required for perfect cancellation. In this experiment a was equal to 0.9994(1024-points FFT),
a=0.9695(20-points FFT). The phase shift at this frequency is not zero but when added to
the phase shift caused by the delay 6 the phase shift is an integral multiple of 360 o.

Impulse Response of the Adaptive filler
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Fi9ure 3.19: Impulse response of the adaptive filter (20 coefficients)
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Figure 3.20: Frequency-phase response of the adaptive filter (20 coefficients)

The signal-to-noise ratio improvement of the one-step predictor using the calculated filter
coefficients of the performed LMS-algorithm is:

( S ) = 30.67 dB
N improvement

(3.55)
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Figure 3.21: Transfer function magnitude of the adaptive filter (20 coefficients)

From this result we can conclude that there is a little difference of approximately 3 dB. The
SNR improvement of the one-step predictor can also be determined by calculating the variance
of the given data:

The SNR improvement achieved with the LMS-algorithm can be given as:

{
~2 }SNI4.m = 10 log s

P 10 var(estimate - sinusoid)
(3.56)

with ~; the variance of the sinusoidal interference. Because the coefficients of the adaptive
filter are fluctuating, we obtained the signal-to-noise ratio of the one-step predictor based
on 10 trials, and for each trial, 3000 data points were considered. We achieved a signal-to
noise ratio improvement of 23.9132 dB. The adaptation constant a was in this case equal to
3.4500e-006.

The adaptive process minimizes the mean-square error, £ {r2 [k]}. In the present case this is
the sum of three components: the white noise power, the white noise power at the output of
the adaptive filter, and sinusoidal signal power respectively.

Accordingly, the MSE may be expressed as,

2a2 A 2
MSE = ~2 + ~2 _ + _0_(1_ a)2

W W L 2 (3.57)

with L the number of weights, a the peak value of the transfer function and Ao the amplitude
of the sinus.

In this result a~ is the input white noise power, the second term is a~ multiplied by the sum
of the squared filter weights, and the third term is the power due to the input and filtered
sine waves which are assumed to substract coherently.
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The optimal value of a that minimizes error power, a*, is obtained by setting the derivative
of (3.57) with respect to a, to equal to zero.

At high signal-to-noise ratios, a* is close to 1. At low signal-to-noise ratios, a* is less than
1. To keep a* near 1 with low signal-to-noise ratios, one may use a large number of adaptive
weights, although other problems could result because of weight vector noise. The ability to
detect peaks in the transfer function due to the presence of sinusoidal signals is limited by
the presence of spurious peaks caused by noise in the weight vector.

At last we will give the bandwidth of the one-step predictor adaptive filter when a sinusoidal
interference is present:

(3.58)

(3.59)Q =
BW 2.a.A5

Wo

2.a.A5

with BW and Q the -3 dB bandwidth in radians and the Quality Factor of the one-step
predictor notch filter, respectively.

Simulation parameters by canceling a sinusoidal interfering component were:

• a = 3.4500e-006

• Ao = 3.0

• maximum peak value of the transfer function = 0.9695

• BW = 3.105e-005

• Q = 2·1r·!o·32206

Furthermore, the method described above could be used for the simultaneous cancellation
of multiple interfering components. We performed also simulations to a multiple interfering
component in order to show that this system also works under these circumstances. The actual
narrowband noise input and the constructed narrowband noise sequence is depicted in Figure
3.22. The difference signal depicted in the same Figure is again a small stochastic process.
The desired signal component of the one-step predictor is at the output, the actual white PN~

sequence and the one-step predictor output is depicted in Figure 3.23. The impulse response of
the one-step predictor filter is depicted in Figure 3.24. Because the one-step predictor consists
of two narrowband interfering components we expect two dips in the frequency response. This
is shown in Figure 3.25.

3.9 The position of the one-step predictor in the DS-CDMA
system

For the whole DS-CDMA system we need one one-step predictor located between the channel
output and the input of the correlator as is depicted in Figure 3.26.

The signal-to-noise ratio improvement can further be increased by cascading an additional
one-step predictor after the first one. However, we have to take into account the time of
processing the signal, the so-called real-time aspect. We also need a fast AID converter.
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Self-Tuning filter output, Periodic Input and the difference signal
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Figure 3.22: Result of self-tuning filter experiment with the LMS-algorithm, number filter coefficients=40

One-step Predictor Output and Actual White Noise Input
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Figure 3.23: The actual white MA signals and the output of the one-step predictor (40 coefficients)
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Impulse Response 01 The Adaptive filter
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Figure 3.24: Impulse response of the adaptive filter (40 coefficients)
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Figure 3.25: Frequency-phase response of the adaptive filter (40 coefficients)
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Figure 3.26: The DS-CDMA system with the one-step predictor for suppressing narrowband interference

3.10 Conclusions

The principal advantages of the method are its adaptive capability, its low output noise, and is
low signal distortion. The adaptive capability allows the processing of inputs whose properties
are unknown or non-stationary. It leads to a stable system that automatically turns itself off
when no improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. The presented simulations
in this chapter showed the ability of adaptive noise canceling to reduce periodic or pseudo
periodic interferences. The improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the number
of filter coefficients that is used. It is clear that increasing the number of filter coefficients
increases the output signal-to-noise ratio of the adaptive one-step predictor. The one-step
predictor filter don't require a priori knowledge of the number of interfering components,
the frequency of the components, the phases of the components and even the amplitudes of
the interfering components are not required. In a stationary environment the only necessary
information is the correlation values of the input signal. When the input statistics are varying
we can use an adaptive algorithm (LMS) to reach the optimum solution as was the case
with the stationary environment. One more advantage of the one-step predictor filter is
that the weight-vector reaches the optimal solution more faster by interferences with higher
amplitudes. In other words the higher the amplitudes of the interfering components the faster
the convergence of the weight-vector to the optimal solution.

The formation of multiple notches has been achieved by using an adaptive filter with multiple
weights (in this case an adaptive transversal filter or a Finite Impulse Response structure).
Theoretically, two weights are required for each sinusoid to achieve the necessary filter gain
and phase.

For large narrowband interference, the DS-CDMA system with a one-step predictor can sup
port many more users than can the system without an adaptive one-step predictor filter or
can lower the BER by the same number of users.



Chapter 4

Suppression of MAl with a Wiener
filter Receiver

4.1 Introduction Wiener Filter Receiver in DS-CDMA

The optimal receiver structure is the maximum. likelihood sequence estimation. However,
such receiver structures are very complex. A viewpoint is to consider other users not as noise
but to jointly detect all users' signals. The so-called multi user detection. This method has
the potential to increase the user capacity. This detection scheme is optimal, but because
of it's complexity to implement in practice, suboptimal systems are preffered. The conven
tional correlation receiver has been designed to operate optimally in white Gaussian noise.
However, the Multiple Access Interference usually assumed as a white Gaussian process is
non-Gaussian (because the amplitudes of the PN-sequences are only taking the values +1
and -1) and not white. The conventional receiver has a very poor performance when there is
MAl. The performance of the conventional one can only be improved at the expense of more
computational complexity.

We will use Wiener filter FIR (Finite Impulse Response) receivers and we will derive expres
sions to determine the performance of the Wiener filter receiver.

4.2 DS-CDMA System Model with a Wiener Filter Receiver

The system to be considered consists of U independent users transmitting both data bits and
chips synchronously as shown in Figure 4.1. The kth data bit transmitted by user u will be
denoted with Du(k) and the spreading code or PN-sequence and the nth chip of user u will
be denoted as Cu,n' n will be an integer between 0 and N - 1, N denotes the length of the
spreading sequence. In our case the length of the spreading sequences is 127 (N = 127). In
this thesis we will consider Preferentially Phased-Gold sequences which are approximately
orthogonal to each other when they are synchronized. An effect of a channel is not included
here. We assume that the chip and data values will be normalized to ±1. Without loss of
generality we assume that the desired user is user O. We also assume that there is Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) on the channel denoted by G(kN+n) having a variance value
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a 2
. The sum of the simulteously accessing users to the channel and AWGN can be expressed

in this form:

U-l

Y(kN + n) = L Du(k)Cu,n + G(kN + n)
u=o

(4.1)

The signal expressed in 4.1 is the input of the Wiener filter receiver. The system model is
depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: DS-CDMA System Model with a Wiener Filter Receiver

4.3 Performance Evaluation of the Wiener Filter Receiver (BER)

The receiver structure shown in Figure 4.1 is the Wiener filter or Minimum Mean Squared
Error (MMSE) producing filter. The coefficients of this filter as derived before can be given
as (in vector form):

(4.2)

where

(4.3)

The T denotes a matrix transpose. nyy is the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal with
dimensions N x N and is given by:
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The matrix Q has dimension N x U and has the sequences/codes as its columns,

CO,o Cl,o C2,0 CU-l,O
CO,l Cl,l C2,1 CU-l,l

Q= CO,2 C l ,2 C2,2 CU-l,2

CO,N-l Cl,N-l C2,N-l CU-l,N-l

I is the N x N identity matrix. R yx is the cross-correlation vector:

R yx = [Co,O,CO,l,'" ,CO,N_l]T

MMSE = £ {(Do[k] - i;)2}

= £{(Do[k])}2 - 2.0£ {Do [k].i;} + £ {i;2}

with i; the filter output and is given by:

(

l:~~~ Du[k].Cu,o + G[O] )
" T .

X = w l:~~; Du[k].Cu,;-l + G[k(N _ 1)]

MMSE becomes:
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(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

{ (

l:~~~ Du[k].Cu,o + G[O] ) }
MMSE = 1- 2.0£ wT.Do[k]. : + £ {i;2}

l:~~; Du[k].Cu,N-l + G[k(N - 1)]
(4.9)

(4.10)
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MMSE can now written as:

Suppression of MAl with a Wiener filter Receiver

The variance of x is :

var(x) =: £"{x-x}2

= £" {x}2 - 2.0£ {x.x} + £ {x2}

with x the filter output and x the mean value of x.

{ (
L~::-J Du[k].Cu,o + G[O] ) }

with x = £ {x} = £" wT
:

L~::-J Du[k].Cu,N-l + G[k(N - 1)]

(

l:~::-~ Du[k].Cu,o + G[O] )
with x = wT

:

L~::-~ Du[k].Gu,N-l + G[k(N - 1)]

Subtracting equation 4.11 from equation 4.17 we obtain:

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The Bit Error Rate(BER) of the Wiener filter receiver assuming that the Wiener filter output
has a Gaussian distribution (the decorrelating effect of the Wiener filter makes the output
interference a good approximation to Gaussian, even with low number of interfering users) is
given by:

BERw "." ~ erfc (
{1QT.Ryx }2

var(x)
(4.19)
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Substituting of (4.18) in (4.19) we will obtain:
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(4.20)

We can simplify equation (4.20) because in this case MMSE is equal to:

Substituting 4.21 in 4.20 we obtain at last:

The signal to Gaussian noise ratio is expressed as:

~: = 2~2 with a2 the variance of the AWGN

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

4.4 Simulation of the performance of the Wiener Filter Re-.CeIver

In the following, we will simulate the performance of the Wiener filter receiver to also compare
it with the conventional one. The obtained and derived model is a general model that can
be used to perform simulations in different environments. In other words, for instance if we
want to take the channel characteristic into account, we have to convolute the PN-sequences
with the channel impulse response and repeat the same analysis. Because the CATV-network
channel characteristic is not characterized yet, we performed the simulations assuming an
ideal channel with no dispersion and no attenuation. We can import these data as soon as
the channel characteristic is known in our above derived equation.

4.4.1 Comparison of the conventional receiver with the Wiener Filter Re
ceiver

There have been many papers on the calculation of the Bit Error Rate for DS-CDMA systems.
They just use the standard signal-to-noise ratio assuming Gaussian distribution of the Mul
tiple Access Interference(MAI). Unfortunately, that approximation is generally not accurate
enough. Especially when the number of users that are accessing the channel simultaneously
is low, the standard approximation is more inaccurate. Because we want to compare the
performance of the Wiener filter receiver with the conventional receiver we need an accurate
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formula or expression for the BER of the conventional one. Holtzman [2J has derived a simple
accurate expression for the BER of a Binary-Phased Shift Keying(BPSK) DS-CDMA system
with the emphasis on a computationally easy expression. He has given a considerable sim
plification of the exact BER with a very good accuracy. He showed that his method agrees
very well with the exact one but without computational complexity. The accuracy seems to
be acceptable in engineering studies. The final result of his paper is given by the BER:

~ ~Q [{ K - 1 No }-O.5] ~Q [{ (K - I)(N/3) + V300 No }-O'5]
Pe 3 3N + 2Eb + 6 N2 + 2Eb

~Q [{ (K - I)(N/3) - V300 No }-O'5]
+6 N2 + 2Eb

and 00 2 is given by:

2 [ 2 23 { 1 K - 2} 1 K - 2]
a = (K - 1) N 360 + N 20 +~ - 20 -~ (4.24)

with K, Nand Eb the number of users, the number of chips and the energy per bit respec
tively. The standard method underestimate the BER, especially at low values of the number
simultaneously accessing users, K. We simulated the BER of the system for different signal
to-noise ratio's according to this simplified accurate expression of Holtzman. The BER as
a function of the number of users is depicted in Figure 4.2 with the number of chips equal
to 127. In order to compare the performance of the Wiener filter receiver under the same
circumstances as the conventional receiver we depicted the performances in the same figures,
Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

4.4.2 Simulation for the unsynchronized case

Also an interesting subject is the performance of the Wiener filter receiver in case of un
synchronized PN-sequences. The operation of this receiver assumes that the transmitters
attempting the channel randomly within a certain time interval. In practice we will always
deal with systems which can be synchronized with a certain accuracy. The interesting measure
is whether the BER of this system operating under these circumstances. In this simulation
we assumed that the transmitters attempting the channel cyclically random. Cyclic means
that the PN-sequence will be shifted to the right within one chip interval and the last chip
value that is falling out will be shifted to the beginning. We assumed here a ring structure.
We turn the ring which has 127 steps with one step to the right depending on the random
process. The random process that has been used as follows:

if (sgn(randn) > 0) then
shift PN-sequence one chip to right

else don't shift.
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The Correlation and Wiener Filter Receiver Performance
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sgn and randn are the known signum function and a normalized Gaussian white process,
respectively. According to this random process we assume that these sequences will be fed
to the channel. By each iteration the 127 PN-sequences or users are shifted according to the
above described process. We performed 127 iterations and for each iteration we determined
the BER. We averaged these 127 BER results. We did this as a function of the number of
users. So each BER point in Figure 4.6 represents an averaged BER which is the result of
127 iterations, this to preserving the random nature.

Wiener Filler OS-COMA Receiver Performance (unsynchronized PN-codes)
-1 ,-----r------r-------,---,.------.---------.---------,

#N = 12i
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Figure 4.6: The performance of the Wiener filter receiver with unsynchronized PN-codes(PP-gold sequences)

Even with a synchronization error of one chip, the Wiener filter receiver operates still with an
acceptable BER performance (the required minimum performance is 10-4). The conventional
correlation receiver is more sensitive to chip synchronization errors. The chip synchronization
error by the conventional correlation receiver must be smaller or equal to kth of the chip time
in order to operate with an acceptable performance [10]. Also in this case the Wiener filter
receiver outperforms the conventional one.

4.4.3 The number of the filter coefficients and the performance

At the moment implementing this receiver structure in an Altera chip requires a relatively
large chip area. From practical point of view (implementation) using as less coefficients as
possible is desired. It is then interesting to simulate the BER performance of the Wiener
filter receiver as the number of optimal calculated filter coefficients. We first will calculate
the optimal Wiener filter coefficients assuming that the length of the PN-sequences is 127.
We then simulate the BER as a function of the first used K filter coefficients. This relation
is depicted in Figure 4.7.

We can see clearly from this simulation and as we also expected that leaving out of the
optimum filter coefficients influences the BER performance enormously. This is the same as
leaving out of a number of chips of the replica PN-sequence as with the conventional receiver
which is also valid in this case of the Wiener filter receiver. The optimal Wiener filter receiver
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The Performance 01 the Wiener Filter OS-COMA Receiver
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Figure 4.7: The performance of the Wiener filter receiver as a function of the number of optimal filter coeffi
cients

contains information about users who are accessing the channel simultenously. Leaving out
of information about the users will result normally in a poorer BER performance.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The Wiener filter receiver performs always better than the conventional receiver. The only
case where the performance of these two receivers is the same is when there is no MAl
interference. Wiener filter receivers offer a large increase in the number of users. If we
want to operate with low transmitter powers but still with a low bit-error-rate because we
don't want to saturate the input of the TV-receivers the Wiener filter receiver can be in this
case also be very useful. In comparison with the conventional receiver we can even lower
the number of chips per bit, still with an acceptable BER performance. The Wiener filter
receiver requires knowledge of the number of users and the spreading sequences. Because
this is not the subject and is out the scope of this thesis, we will refer to an article for
the possibility of having knowledge of the users that are operating on the channel [13]. The
article describes an initialization protocol about which parameters has to be determined before
a modem can transmit data in the upstream path. This information of the operating users
in the upstream path can also be used, so that the optimal Wiener filter coefficients can be
calculated analytically with mathematical matrix algorithms. The transmitter will request
to attempt the channel. These requests will result in a permission to send on the channel.
The protocol determines which transmitter can send. The Wiener filter receiver requires also
knowledge of the Signal-To-Noise Ratio(SNR). The AWGN level can be measured and taken
into account by calculating the SNR. In practice the measuring of the AWGN power level can
be done during intervals when there is no data transmission. In this thesis we assumed perfect
power control. There is some evidence that the adaptive Wiener filter receiver structure is
tolerant to power variations of the received PN-sequences [14J. But with the given general
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BER model of the Wiener filter receiver, it is possible to take power variations into account
to observe the sensitivity to power variations. In practice also the channel characteristic must
be determined in order to take the impulse response of the channel into account. Instead of
the PN-sequences Cu,n convoluted with the ideal channel(Transfer Function = 1) we will use
c~h.::nnel which is the convolution of the PN-sequence with the impulse response of the channel.,
To determine the DS-CDMA communications system channel characteristic, we described in
chapter 5 an adaptive channel identification system. The obtained channel characteristic
can then be used in the previously derived BER performance expressions and to repeat the
analysis.

It must be noted that if the SNR is very high the calculation of the inverse autocorrelation
matrix becomes close to singular. In a network application like CATV-networks, the calcula
tion of the Wiener filter Receiver in advance may be feasible. However, a good approximation
to the optimal Wiener solution can be obtained by using an adaptive algorithm. If the channel
statistics are varying relatively slowly, the LMS-algorithm can also be used in this case.



Chapter 5

Channel estimation by using an
adaptive DS-CDMA system

5.1 Introduction

So far there is not so much research done to describe the properties of the channel by CATV
networks. It will be expected that the properties of the channel will influence the communi
cation. In other words it will influence the performance of the DS-CDMA system. Because in
practice the physical properties(statistical properties) of the channel are varying in time, we
need a flexible time varying description of the channel. The approach is, to use an adaptive
estimation algorithm to describe the statistical properties of the channel. In the following we
will give an introduction of a spread-spectrum adaptive system. We will show that channel
estimation is possible during actual data transmission.

5.2 An Adaptive Spread-Spectrum System

We will describe the adaptive spread-spectrum system in the case that there is a multipath
effect. Multipath effect: The transmitted information takes more than one path to the receiver
producing an interference in the signal. We can describe it also in a mathematical way
assuming that T(t) was transmitted and R(t) was received:

R(t) = aT(t - ta ) + (3T(t - tj3) + ,T(t - t'Y) (5.1)

with a, {3 and, the attenuation of the channel which are assumed to be smaller than 1 and
with ta , tj3 and t-y the time delays introduced due to the channel.

It is possible to identify the paths of the channel by adaptive modeling. Only in this chapter
we will assume that there are two different PN-sequences. For the "I" bit we have PNI and
for the "0" bit we have PNO. We will explain further on why 2 different PN-sequences for the
same user are used. The goal of adaptive modeling used in DS-CDMA systems is to estimate
the multipath effect of the transfer function of the channel to permit communication as if
the multipath or the channel effect were not present. The principle scheme of modeling of an
unknown channel is depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Adaptive modeling of a channel by spread-spectrum

During estimation the "I" bits or PN1 and "0" bits or PNO are not transmitted in this case.
Instead of these PN-sequences a known PN-sequence is transmitted cyclically into the channel.
The output of the channel is observed. With an adaptive filter the output of the channel and
the output of the adaptive filter will be compared. The main goal is to minimize the mean
square error, with the error the difference between the channel output and the adaptive filter
output. The time-span of the adaptive filter must of course be greater or longer than the
time delays introduced in the channel, otherwise modeling would not be possible. The cross
correlation detection circuit in Figure 5.1 will be used to measure the effectiveness of the
adaptive filter. The method shown in Figure 5.1 is a good one however, there is only one
PN-sequence used so that the adaptive filter is only constructed according to this known
PN-sequence. A more general method is using the adaptive modeling scheme that is depicted
in Figure 5.2 .

At the receiving side both the PNO and PN1 are summed and fed to the adaptive filter,
whose output is compared with the signal of the channel. It is clear that PNO and PN1
must be different. In other words the sum of them must not be zero. During the adaptation
process the adaptive channel modeling minimizes the error according to the least-squares
method. Because the input of the adaptive filter contains PNO and PN1 the incoming data
or signal will be correlated with PNO or PN1 depending on the moment of receiving. This
adaptive scheme for modeling during data transmission was invented by Michael J. Ball
(private communication).

5.2.1 Timing and Phase determination

In a CDMA communications network usually the location of the subscribers is different. The
distance of every user to the head-end is not equal which will produce time delays and phase
differences due to the transmission line of the spreading sequence generators at the down
stream location as is described in [13]. To achieve the necessary phase difference(preferred
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Figure 5.2: Adaptive modeling during actual transmission

to be zero) the sequences should be aligned here by obtaining an optimal detection scheme.
This process is referred as the so-called distance ranging [13].

Slewing the phase of the receiver clock of the sequences PNO and PN1 is not necessary because
the adaptive channel modeling filter makes the best possible fit to the actual channel output.
This will result in a maximum peak in the correlator, automatically. The system depicted in
Figure 5.3 has been tested for acoustic communication and has been shown to be workable in
the presence of multipath, channel noise and slowly varying channel characteristics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis we have shown that the Narrowband Interference suppressing capability of the
DS-CDMA system can effectively be improved with a one-step predictor.Signal-to-noise ra
tio improvement formulas has been derived. First, a general formula has been derived to
calculate the signal-to-noise ratio improvement for a one-sided FIR one-step predictor with
the parameters as the filter coefficients and the autocorrelation function of the narrowband
interfering component or components, respectively. The improvement when a sinusoidal in
terfering component is present has been derived which gives an analytic indication of the
SNR improvement as a function of the number of filter coefficients and the variances of the
input signals. Both, the general formula and the formula for the specific case indicates that
as the number of FIR filter coefficients increases the SNR-improvement increases, because
the minimum mean-squared error decreases by increasing the filter length. For instance by
using 20 filter coefficients and when we have a sinusoidal interference with amplitude 3 and
the power of the whitened sequences is 1, the SNR improvement is approximately 33.7 dB.
When we use 45 filter coefficients the SNR improvement is near 40 dB. Furthermore, it has
been shown for the cancellation of each pure sinusoidal interfering component 2 coefficients
are needed, theoretically. Different types of adaptive algorithms can be used to achieve the
optimal Wiener solution with a certain accuracy (MSE). It has been found that the LMS
algorithm has also several times been advised in the literature to be an appropriate algorithm
to found the optimal Wiener solution. By the LMS-algorithm a squaring and differentiation
operation is not required which makes the LMS-algorithm very attractive. It almost matches
the analytical one. The one-step predictor allows us more users in the system than the system
without a one-step predictor or lower the BER of the system by the same number of users.
The advantages of the one-step predictor are that it doesn't require a priori knowledge of the:

- Number of interfering components,

- Amplitudes of the interfering components,

- Frequency of the interfering components,

- Phases of the interfering components.

To use the properties of the one-step predictor optimally we should have white sequences with
a Gaussian character. Both aspects are not valid for the conventional sequences. Applying the
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spectral factorization theorem to the conventional PN-sequences provides us sequences with
better autocorrelation or cross-correlation properties. The result ofthis whitening also reduces
MAl or improves the BER-performance(with a factor of 100, dependent on the processing
gain) of the DS-CDMA communications system.

We also considered the suppression of Multiple Access Interference(MAI) with Wiener filter
receivers. We compared the derived analytical expression of the BER of this system and com
pared it with the accurate BER formula of [2]. From the simulations it has been seen clearly
that the Wiener filter receiver outperforms the conventional correlation receiver. Especially
when the Multiple Access Interference level is high (when the number of users is high) the
performance of the conventional one is poor. This is because the conventional receiver has
been designed to operate optimally in white Gaussian noise. The assumption that the MAl
by using PN-sequences is a white Gaussian process is however not a valid assumption and
especially by a few number of users. The a priori knowledge of the Wiener filter receiver of the
users' PN-sequences as can be seen from the analytically derivated Wiener filter coefficients
provides a BER performance that is much better than the performance of the conventional
one. The Wiener filter receiver also requires a priori knowledge of the signal-to-Gaussian
noise ratio as can be seen from the derivations. In practice we can achieve these results
with an adaptive algorithm which iterates to the optimal Wiener solution. However, more
investigation has to be done for the synchronization for this type of receiver. It is known
that the Department of Electrical Engineering of the Edinburgh University will investigate
this subject in the form of a PhD. study. It seems to me a good idea also to follow their re
search very closely by following and studying the published papers or to cooperate with this
department of the Edinburgh University. Even though, by unsynchronized PN-sequences or
by an Asynchronous Direct Sequence-Multiple Access (A DS-CDMA) system asynchronous
operation of the system, the BER performance of Wiener filter receiver has been found to be
very well in comparison with the conventional one. The calculation of the optimal Wiener
filter coefficients in a fixed network environment may in advance be possible.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the matrix relation
4.4 on page 43

The input of the Wiener filter was given by:

U-l

Y(kN + n) = L Du(k)Cu,n + G(kN + n)
u=o

(A.1)

To calculate the autocorrelation matrix 4.4 on page 43 of the input we performed the following
operation:

!(
U-I ]L Du[k].Cu,o + G[Oj

£ u=o

L~~; Du[kj.Gu,N-I + G[k(N - 1)]

(

U-I U-I )

~ Du[k].Cu,o +G[O]'" EDu[kj.Cu,N-I + G[k(N -1)]

(A.2)

This multipication results in the following matrix relation:

",U-102 2
L.."u=O u,N -1 + (J

(A.3)

Decomposition of matrix A.3 provides the following:

U-l

LC~,o
u=o (A.4)

",U-l C2
L.."u=O u,N-l
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with I the N x N identity matrix. The first term of A.4 can be written as the following:

CO,O Cl,o C 2,0 C U- lO Coo Cal C O2 CO,N-l, , , ,
CO,l Cl,l C 2l CU-l,l Cl,O Cl,l C l ,2 Cl,N-l,
C O2 C 12 C 2,2 CU-l,2 C 2,0 C2,1 C2,2 C2,N-l, ,

CO,N-l CI,N-l C 2,N-l CU-l,N-l CU-I,O CU-l,l CU-l,2 CU-l,N-l

(A.5)

D.
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